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CREA TING SUCCESS IN A BORDER SCHOOL: 
CULTURE AND LITERACY IN THE EMPOWERMENT 

OF mSPANIC HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 

Por 
Heruy T. Trueha· 

RESUMEN 

En este estudio cualitativo, el autor ofrece un análisis de la cultura y SilO 

implicaciones en el fracaso o en el éxito en el aprendizaje. Asimismo, su trabajo 
se centra en las dimensiones cognoscitivas de la cultura y su relación con d 
rendimiento académico y con el alfabetismo. Esta primera parte proporciona UII 

marco teórico para situar el estudio etnográfico denominado "Proyecto de escritur 11 

del sur de San Diego", donde estudiantes chicanos de una escuela secundarill. 
aislados en la comunidad y expuestos mínimamente a compañeros angloparlantes, 
mejoran la cantidad y calidad de sus composiciones en inglés, aumentando tambiéll 
la participación y la cooperación en actividades de escritura. Concluye el autor 
marcando las implicaciones de investigación-acción y el proceso de "adquirir 
poder" (enpowermerú) en estudiantes minoritarios, al mismo tiempo que re
comienda aumentar las investigaciones interdisciplinarias en el área de deserción 
escolar para implementar las reformas educativas. 

ABSTRACT 

In this qualitative study the author provides a thorough review of culture and 
its implications with failure and successfulleaming. Additionally, bis discussion 
focus on the cognitive dimensions of culture and the relationship of academic 
achievement and literacy. This fust part provides as theoretical frame ofreference 
to describe the ethnographic South San Diego Writing Project where High School 
Chicano students isolated in the cornmunity and rninirnally exposed to English 
speaking peers improve the quantity and quality of English compositions while 
also increasing participation and cooperation writing activities. The author fm
ishes exposing the implications of action research and the empowerment of 
minority students while recornmending interdisciplinary research on dropout to 
implement educational reformo 

• Dr. Trueba is a prolific writer in ethnographic education topies, whose WOlks on bilingual 
issues are widely influential. He is currently Associate Dean oí the College oí Ans and 
Letters and Director of the Division of Education at University of California, Davis. 
El Dr. Trueha es un prolífico escritor en ternas de etnografía educativa. Sus trabjos en 
aspectos bilingües han tenido una gran influencia. Actualmente es director asociado del 
Colegio de Anes y Letras, y director de la División de Educación de la Universidad de 
California en Davis. 
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INTRODUCfION 

The emphasis on minority school failure has been pervasive in the educational 
research literature. The theoretical approaches used tend to persuade readers that 
there is something fimdamentally wrong with minority children who lDlderachieve 
in school, and that there is nothing one can do to alleviate the failure. Government 
reports on the socioeconomic conditions and low school achievement of Hispanic 
reinforce negative attitudes about Hispanic populations. 

According to the U. S. Department of Cornmerce: 

-The Hispanic civilian noninstitutional population increased by 4.3 million 
(or 30 percent) from 1980 to 1987. 
- The educational attainment ofHispanics has improved since 1982, but lags 
behind that of non-Hispanics. 
- Hispanic men and women continue to eam less than non-Hispanics. 
- Hispanic families continue to have less total money income than non-
Hispanic families. 
-The poverty rateof Spanish-origin families in 1986 was almost three times 
as high as that of non-Hispanic families. 
- The poverty rateo for Hispanic families has not changed significantly 
between 1981 and 1986, but because of population growth, the number of 
Hispanic families below the poverty level in 1986 was 24 percent higher 
than that in 1981 (U.S. Department of Cornmerce: 1987:1). 

The Bureau of the Census, according to the same report. shows a total Hispanic 
population of 18.8 million with 11.8 Mexican, 2.3 million Puerto Rican, 1 million 
Cuban, 2.1 million Central and South American, and 1.6 million other Hispanic. 
Mexican constitute 63% of the Hispanics, Puerto Rican 12%, Central and South 
Americans 11%, Cubans 5% and other 8% (U.S. Department of Cornmerce: 
1987:2). We do not have an accurate measure of dropouts among Hispanics for a 
number of complex reasons including classification problems and lack of empiri
cal data. Sorne schools districts (Los Ang~es, for example -personal cornmunica
tion from Los Angeles School District Office) estimate that a minimum of 45% of 
Hispanic students never fmish the 10th grade. 

Educational researchers have not been able to present adequate justification for 
the düferential achievement levels of minorities. Sorne have presented controver
sial theories highlighting genetic (Jensen, 1981; Dunn, 1987) or cultural ecological 
arguments (Ogbu, 1978, 1987a, 1987b) to explain underachievemenL Attempts 
have beenmade to analyze these explanations (frueba, 1987a, 1988b, 1988c) and 
consider their application to teacher education (frueba 1989a). 

This paper is about a successful educational intervention in the Southern San 
Diego bay area. It presents first a theoretical discussion of our current thinking on 
minority achievement and culture, and itoffers an interdisciplinary approach lo the 
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study ofliteracy development for minority students. This approach, as in previollH 
studies (Spindler & Spindler, 1987a, 1987b; Trueba & Delgado-Gaitan, 19811; 
Trueba, 1989a), has important implications for applied research and its empowcr
ing effects on minority students. 

MISCONCEPTIONS OF CULTURE AND FAlLURE 

Failure lo learn is related to communication skills which are not developed in 
the context of culturally congruent and meaningful social exchanges. It is not an 
individual failure; it is a failure of the sociocultural system which denies a child the 
opportunity for meaningful social intercourse, and thus for cognitive development. 
As such, acadernic failure is fully understandable only in its macro-historical, 
social, econornic and political contexto Failure in learning is not caused by a single 
social institution, such as the school or the farnily (Cole & Griffm, 1983:71). 

Both academic success and acadernic failure are socially constructed phenom
ena. Failure to learn is a consequence of a given sociocultural system: 

Working within pre-existing social norms and role relationships, teachers 
and students collaborate lo create the linguistic and social conditions under 
which students fail lo learn ... Misunderstandings of one another at that time 
can lead lo assessment of students as less than able or interested learners 
(FIorio-Ruane, 1988:1). 

The acquisition of acadernic knowledge is not necessarily any more dificult 
than the acquisition of the concrete knowledge required for effective everyday 
social interactiolL Thus, some researchers believe that resistance lo learning 
sbould be viewed aas students' rejection of cultural values and acadernic dernands 
placed on them by school personnel. Erickson (1984) discussed resistance lo 
academic achievernent on the part of alienated students in cultural transition. 

Recent studies on English literary acquisition have analyzed the use of 
culturally and linguistically congruent instructional approaches that smooth the 
transition frorn the borne lo the schoollearning environment (Au & Jordan, 1981; 
Tharp & Gallimore, 1989, in the Kamehameha schools of Hawaii and Southem 
California; Delgado-Gaitan with Mexican children in Northern and Central 
California, 1987a, 1987b. and Trueba, 1989a with Hispanic and Indochinese 
students). In contrasto other studies have shown the consequences of the use of 
approaches which are culturally incongruent or rneaningless (for example, 
Richards, 1987, among the Mayan children of Guatemala; Homberger, 1988, 
among the Quechua children of Peru; Macias 1987, among the Papago, and 
Deyhle, 1987, among the Navajo). What is significant about these studies is that 
they show the intimaterelationship between language and culture in the adjustment 
of minority students in the schools. 
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George and Louise Spindler (1982), who have consistently viewed education as 
• phenomenon of cultural transmission -implying the inculcation of specific 
values- have recently called our attention to educators' need for Rejlective Cultural 
Analysis in order to talee into account unconscious biases and cultural etlmoeen
trismo In the tradition of the Spindlers' cross-cultural comparisons (1982, 1987 a) 
Pujita and Sano (1988) have compared and contrasted American and Iapaneseday
elle eenters, using the Spindlers' Reflective Cross-cultural Interview Technique. 
They elicited and analyzed videotapes oC Iapanese and American teachers; then 
Ihey asked one group oC teachers to interpret the behaviors of the other group. TIñs 
.tudy has permitted us to reflect on the elhnocentrism and projection of cultural 
values reflected in day-care activities; that is, socialization for "independence" or 
Cor "nurturing toleranee and cooperation" characterizing respectively the behaviors 
of American and Iapanese teachers. Another approach in looking at academic 
aocialization for achievementhas been the one taleen by Borish (1988) who uses the 
Spindlers' model of "compression and decompression" cycles. He focuses on the 
socialization of high school Kibbutz young adults getting ready to enter the armed 
forees who endure intense labor experienees "in their winter of their discontent". 

De Vos, for example, has used projective techniques in combination with ethno
graphic methods to penetrate complex layers of personality structure and motiva
tiona! proeesses (1973, 1982, 1983; DeVos & Wagatsuma, 1966). Suarez-Orozco 
(1987, in press), using cultural ecological approaches and projective techniques 
shows that the success of Central American refugee children is based on a 
motivation to achieve. This motivation is as an expression of their profound 
comrnitment lo assist and malee proud their parents or family members left behind 
in war-tom Central America. These research methods have. been applied at the 
broader macro-sociological, political and hislOricallevels, as well as at the micro
structurallevels of inleraction (Ogbu, 1978, 1987a, 1987b; Suarez-Orozco, 1987, 
in press). 

THE ROLE OF CULTURE IN SUCCESFUL LEARNING 

Culture plays a similar role both in successfullearning and the "social accom
plishment" of academic failure and minority alienation (Florio-Ruane, 1988). 
Culture provides Ihe motivation to achieve either success oC Cailure. This is 
particularly true of Ihe ultimate failure of dropping out and rejecting educationa! 
institutions, their knowledge, norrns and values. How is this possible? Why is there 
such a conflict of cultural values? The explanation must be found within Ihe larger 
sociocultural, historical and political contexts of Ihe minority participation in 
mainstrearn social institutions. The indiscrirninate use and application of minority 
group taxonomies (designations of caste-like, autonomous, and irnrnigrant types) 
by cultural ecologists for entire ethnic or minority groups may have objectionable 
Iheoretical and practiéal consequences (frueba, 1988b: 271-287). These taxono
mies are based on theories of differential school achievement which do not allow 
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for oitberindividual Or collectivo chango in status, and lbcrefore tcnd 10 stercotypc 
entiro otlmic groupl. Furthcrmore, thesc lbcorics do not oxplain the conversion of 
failure into BUceess among "caste-liko" minoritics described as follows: 

Castelike ol invobmlary minorities aro people who wcreoriginally brollght 
into U"¡ted States society invollUllarUy tbrough slavery, conquost, or 
colonization. 
Thercafter, lbcsc minorities woro rolegated 10 menial positions and denied 
truo assimilation into mainstrcam society. American Indians, black Ameri
cl!DS¡ andNative Hawaiians areexample. In lbecaseofMexicanAmericans, 
lbose wholater.immigrated from Mexico were assigned lbe status of lbo 
original conquered group in lbe soulbwestern United Statcs, wilb whom 
lbey carne 10 share a sense of peoplehood or collective identity (Ogbu, 
1978b:321; emphasis in original). 

Por example, lbe task: of documenting empirically tilat all or most Mexican 
Americans were colonized or entered this country involuntarily, ol tilat thcy have 
been c;lenied true assimilation into mainstream American is enormous. There is 
abundant evidence of fairly rapid assimilation oflarge numbers, while many more 
continue 10 arrlve of their own free will seeking economic and educational 
opportunities. Thus, while we can seek in lbe home culture an explanation fOl lbe 
response of a minority to lbe academic demands placed by school and societY, we 
must search fOl explanantions that do not stereotypc minorities ol preempt OUt 

search. An interdisciplinary approach maybe the solution. 

CULTURAL FACTORS OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 

Soviet psychologists lead by Vygotsky (1962,1978), and Neo-Vygotskians 
(seereferences in Wertsch, 1985; and in Tharp and GallimOle, 1989) have provided 
us wilb forceful arguments fOl linking lbe developrnent ofhigher mental functions 
10 social activities. Vygotsky viewed language as crucial fOl lbe developrnent of 
thinking skills, and language control as a measure of mental developrnenl His 
emphasis on lbe learner's role in determining his/her area of most possible 
cognitive developnient (or "zone of proximal developrnent'') is related to the role 
lbat culture plays in communication during learning activities. Wertsch' s position 
(1987) istilat culture is instrumental in the selection and use of specific commu
nicative strategies in adult-child interaction, as well as in lbe Olganization of 
cognitive tasks. 

Wertsch indicates lbat "people privilege lbe use of one mediational means over 
others" and lbat "we need 10 combine the anaIysis of collectively organized 
mediational means wilb thc analysis of interpsychological functioning". Conse
quently, if "choice of mediational means is a majOl determinant of how thinking 
and speaking can proceed, then processes whereby groups make dccisions (either 
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implicitly or explicitly) about these means should become a focus of OUT research" 
(Wertsch, 1987 :20-21 ).In brief, according to Wertsch culture either determines or 
at least facilitates a conscious, coIlective choice of communicative strategies. 
Thus, if we want to study memory, thinking, attention or other facets of human 
consciousness, "we must begin by recognizing the sociohistorical and cultural 
embeddedness ofthe subjects as weIl as the investigators involved" (1987:21-22). 

Within this theoretical framework symbolic systems are presumed to mediate 
between the mind and outside reality, and the development of the higher psycho
logical functions is a necessary condition for school achievement. Perception of 
outside reality, however, is determined by culturalknowledge transferred from one 
generation to another and by universal psychological principIes which go beyond 
Ihe individual. Futhermore, both linguistic and social skills are viewed as devel
oping within Ihe rnicrosociological unils in which children grow, such as Ihe 
farnily, school and the peer groups. 

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND LITERACY 

One can argue that effective English literacy instruction requires the transrnis
sion oC cultural values and skills as much as the acadernic knowledge associated 
with mainstream American culture (Spindler & Spindler, 1982, 1987b). The work 
by Gumperz & Hymes (1964), Gumperz (1982, 1986), and Cook-Gumperz (1986), 
lead us 10 reconceptualize the inter -relationships between communication, literacy 
and culture; they form a single symbolic system used in adapting 10 new cultural 
contexts which changes with the cumulative experiences in people's lives. As 
such, literacy is seen as a "socially constructed phenomenon" (Cook-Gumperz, 
1986:1) consisting oC culture-specific symbols developed for communicative 
purposes. Literacy depends on the econornic and political institutions determining 
power hierarchies and access to resources; technological, industrial and rnilitary 
complexes not on1y depend on overalllevels ofliteracy in agiven society, but they 
also determine the quality oC instruction in schools and the nature oC currículum. 

According 10 Goodenough, culture "is made up oC the concepts, beliefs, and 
principIes of action and organization" that a researcher finds enacted in the daily 
experiences of the members oC that society (1976:5). However, as Frake points out. 
Ihe problem is not "lO state what someone did but 10 specify the conditions under 
which it is culturally appropiate 10 anticipate thal he, or persons occupying his role, 
will render an equivalent performance" (Frake, 1964:112). 

It CoIlows, thereCore, that a good understanding of a culture requires a good 
theory predictive ofbehavior in a particular social setting.1n other words, cultural 
knowledge and cultural values are at the basis of reasoning, interCerencing and 
interpreting meanings. There is an important distinction between cultural knowl
edge and cultural values in the acquisition of literacy skills. The task is to make 
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sense of text as a message whose content takes meaning within Ihe "Concepts. 
beliefs and principIes of action" alluded to by Goodenough. To accomplish Ihis 
task we must have knowledge of Ihe codes ofbehavior (lhe cognitive dimensions 
of culture), but also we mustshare in the cultural values (lhe normative, dimensions 

of culture) which invite us to engage in communication through text. 

In order to see the culture-specific cognitive and normative dimensions 
operating in the literacy activities of minority students it is necessary to observe 
such literacy activities systematically and not exc1usively in the contrastained 
school setting, but also athome (Delgado-Gaitan, 1989). The following discussion 
of a research project will help to illustrate Ihe difficulties in creating culturally 
congruent literacy activities in the school setting, and the advantages of an 
interdisciplinary research approach. 

THE. SOUTH SAN DIEGO WRITING PROJECT 

This project consisted of ethnographic data collected over a perlod of four years 
(1980-84) in the San Diego South bay area along Ihe U. S.-Mexican border 
(Trueba, Moll, Diaz & Diaz, 1984; and Trueba, 1984, 1987b). The intent was to 
explore more effective ways of teaching Chicano youth how to write in English. 
The two high schools selected for the study had a 45% Chicana population and the 
lowest acadernic scores in Ihe school district. 

High school Chicano students were not onIy socially isolated in Ihe community 
and rninimally exposed to English sspeaking peers, but they were also econorni
cally isolated in barrios where violence and olher gang activities frequently 
occurred. As we gathered the twelve volunteer teachers to work in our project, we 
found out that most of them lived away from the community in which Ihey taught. 
All were eager 10 become effective writing instructors and teachers, but most of 
Ihem felt that students were so unprepared and ignorant that the teacher alone was 
doomed to fail. OnIy three of the twelve teachers knew Spanish well. 

The objectives of this applied research project, discussed with parents and 
teachers during an orientation, were to: 1) improve the quantity and quality of 
English compositions, 2) encourage student participation and cooperation in 
writing activities, and 3) analyze in detail student response to English writing 
instruction. The specific demographic, socioeconomic and political characteristics 
of the barrio, as well as the home language and culture of Ihe students, were 
generally unknown and viewed as irrelevant by teachers. Given the history oflow 
academic performance of Chicano youlh in the local schools, teachers feh Ihat 
students could not succeed in learning how to write in English. Researchers 
arranged forparents and teachers to meet and become acquainted with each other' s 
culture. 
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Teachers were asked lO organize their classrooms into smalI groups which 
IIvontuaÍly became cohesive work teams with fuII control of their own writing 
IIIJlivities. They would explore possible lOpics, research them, develop data 
.lIthcring instruments such as surveys and interview protocols, conduct actual 
Inlcrviews with peers and adults, discuss fmdings and tinalIy write cooperatively, 
'Atended and complex essays. The students discovered that writing was no longer 
• rutile school exercise designed by teachers for their own purposes, but a 
meaningfuI activity and a means for exchanging important ideas with specific 
ludiences and for expressing their own feelings. 

Students fmally realized that their individual and collective voices can make a 
dlfference in public opinion and in the quality of life at school. Thus Chicano high 
achool students not only significantly sharpened their communicative skills but 
realized that these skills are a powerful instrument in voicing individual and 
collective concerDS. Teachers would often express their surprise: "1 am impressed. 
Lookl" -they said as they shared their students' compositions. A teacher wrote in 
hcr diary: 'This [the unexpected high performance of students] was a very 
.uccessfullesson for me in many ways. It furthers my belief that if what is taught 
" important in the mind of the leamer, much more will truly be leamed" (l'rueba, 
tI. al., 1984:131). 

The analysis of the project was limited lo a theoretical discussion ofVygotsky' s 
cognitive development in the context of a writing curriculum, without attempting 
lO account for the psychosocial factors that generated the strong motivationleading 
lO high achievement and literacy levels. The importance of the peer group as a 
working unit providing moral support during the learning process, especially for 
young Chicanos undergoing rapid changes at home, would have required more 
systematic study of the Mexican farnilies' cultural knowledge and values, as well 
as the processes of integration of school knowledge and values. 

Writing gradualIy became easier and more rewarding lo students. Teachers and 
researchers leamed more abaut students home life and their aspirations through the 
English compositions. Then we celebrated our success and enthusiasticalIy as
sumed lo role of "experts" on writing, focusing on technical matters. As one 
teacher noticed: ''The more controversial and relevant they make the tapic, the 
more willing the students are lo unite and write well. The more complicated the 
assigment is, the better the responses" (l'rueba, 1987b:246). In our analysis we 
forgot an important psychological principIe advanced by anthropologists, that in 
order lo understand motivacion behind expressed values "one must deal with the 
universal emotions oflove, fear, and hate" and that "culture, from one psychologi
cal viewpoint, is a mode of expressing, in all their complexity, these primary 
emotions, which are aroused by inner biological urges or occur as reactions lo 

specific outer stimuli" (DeVos, 1973:63). 
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It has taken several years lo realize that it is precisely in young cincanos' nccx I 
lo express their feelings of love, hate and fear that their rnotivation lo write begun 
lo develop. More importantIy, this need was most appropiately met witbin the pecr 
group. because cooperation and team work is culturally the preferred mode 01' 
acadernic activity for Mexican youth. Writing groups offered Chicano students Ull 

unique opportunity lo both express their collective feelings and lo reinforce 11 

cultural value acquired in the home. Furtbermore, there was a positive side effect : 
high academic performance in an English writing class impacted positively thcir 
óverall performance in school, thus stimulating student motivation lo producl.l 
better English compositions. 

In the end. writing became a vehicle for restoring the credibility Chicanos 
lacked among other students, and, further, a means for gaining politieal represen
tation in the school. Violence or other gang activities, low-riding and other 
conspicuous activities of "cholos" or "vatos locos" which had been the common 
expressions of Chicano youth power, were effectively replaced by writing as u 
legitimate expression of power, not ofbrute force power, but of intellectual powcr 
lo function witbin the existing social institutions. Here is the essence of empow
erment in a democratic society. 

Mexican and Mexican American families often fmd themselves isolated from 
mainstream society, yet they must face drastic changes in a new world whosc 
language and culture is not understandable to them. Children growing up in thesc 
families are subject lo high levels of anxiety related to their status as illegal aliens 
in extreme poverty and their inability to communicate in English withmainstream 
society. The dramatic change from failure to success in acquiring English literacy 
cannot be explained in terms of "caste-like" concCpts and cultural ecological 
theory which wOuld have predicted permanent failure of these students (Ogbu, 
1978, 19871, 1987b). 

The explanation for the unexpected academic success of"vatos locos"rests on 
their newly discovered meaning of English literacy aetivities if used for purposes 
of genuine comrnunication and political representation witbin the social institu
tions in which they live, particularly witbin the school. It was indeed a discovery 
for the researches and teachers as well. Writing can become a powerful instrument 
in the hands of students precisely because it gives them voice in an academic world 
in which they have little control of their lives. The recognition, status and personal 
satisfaction embedded in the ability lo comrnunicate well through writing were 8 

joint accomplishment of students, teachers and researchers all working together 
within the political arena of school achievement. This is how the internal rewarru 
for English literacy acquisition function. This description of the joumey from 
failure to success should help us in understanding the social construetion of failure. 
The next paragraphs examine an aspect of the social construction of the dropout. 
the ultimate academic failure. 
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IMPLlCATIONS FOR ACTION RESEARCH AND EMPOWERMENT 

The conversion of failure inro success is ernpirically demostrable, whether we 
can explain it theoretically or noto Unfortunately, it is arare fact. However, it is 
Important ro revise not only the theories of failure and success, but their very 
components, especially the concepts created by academicians and imposed on 
.tudents. The concept of dropout is particularly inadequate because it misrepre
lents the social reality of students' school experience. 

The literature does not distinguish the diverse types of dropouts, nor their views 
of school and reasons for abandoning school within the context of their horne 
culture. Ethnographic fieldwork among dropouts, however, seems to indicate that 
minority students distinguish clearly different types of dropouts. A study con
ducted in the San Joaquin Valley (frueba, 1988a) suggests that Chicano students 
rnake conscious and deliberate decisions ro withdraw permanently frorn school for 
reasons beyond their control (relocation offamily, economic need, personal safety, 
etc.). These students are referred to as "discontinuers" in contrast ro those 
pressured ro leave school against their will who are called "pushedouts". In 
general, both discontinuers and pushedouts tend ro leave school permanently and 
are presumed by educators ro be deprived of the economic opportunities given to 
individuals withhigher educationallevel. We do not have good studies ofthe actual 
outcornes. We know that sorne of the discontinuers are doing well econornically 
and plan to retum ro school later on. There is a profund difference between 
pushedouts and discontinuers with regard to their degree of alienation and their 
views of school. The cycles of alienation, rnarginality and illiteracy for sorne 
minority students are clearly related ro their experience and interpretation of 
cultural conflict within the school, which are also guided by parental perceptions 
of schools (Wilson, 1989). 

Culture is closely related ro the acquisition of knowledge and rnotivation ro 
achieve, both at the sociallevel (as it affects the farnily, school and society), as well 
as at the personallevel (as it affects the structure of participation in leaming events 
within specific contexts). The role of culture in students' perception of school 
activities as enhancing cultural goals and values acquired in the horne is 
instrumental in converting failure inro success. But students' cultural perceptions 
of schools as oppressive and destructive of the horne culture can have devastating 
effects (Wilson, 1989). Therefore, culture rnust be recognized by researchers as a 
key factor in the study of rninority achievement. 

DROPOUT RESEARCH FOR EMPOWERMENT 

What should be the focus of dropout research? Where and how should we 
explore the role of culture in literacy acquisition and dropout phenornena? What 
is the expected impact of such research? Researchers are often overwhelmed with 
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these questions and opt for a detached and safe position; they becOme "puro 
researchers" and reject applied research as unscientific. Others explore interven
tion-oriented research convinced that science can also grow from the study 01' 
interventions. The work of many anthropologists and psychologists suggests !hlll 
intervention and explanatory research are complementary and that the dichotomy 
between basic and applied research was the result of a political and historical 
accident more than the logical distribution of research activities (frueba, 
1988b:273-274 ). 

Applied and basic research must be conducted in both formal and informlll 
leaming settings where students manipulate symbolic systems within their socioc
ultural environment. The imediate as well as the broader contexts of academic 
activities in specific leaming settings must be studied. They are essential in 
understanding the organization ofbehavior and the type of student participation in 
leaming activities. The analysis ofliteracy activities, for example, and the pattems 
of student participation should lead us to a more comprehensive view of !he 
"cultural embeddedness" of dropout and alienation problems. Teacher's knowl
edge of the home language and culture can be highly instrumental in understanding 
any communication gaps between the parents or students and school personnel. 
The school cultural environment and the organization of classroom work should 
reflect sensitivity to the ethnic cultures of minority students and in this way 
maxirnize their participation in leaming activities. Minority children can generate 
their own text materials based on their home experiences as a bridge to engaging 
in the school culture (frueba, 1989b). The analysis of learning activities in the 
home is most important because there inquiry strategies.logical interferencing and 
cultural congruence occur naturally (see studies by Delgado-Gaitan, 19878, 
1987b, 1989). This analysis can provide insights into possible linkages between 
self-empowerment efforts on the part of minority students and their parents and the 
role of school personnel in such empowerment through activities. 

Several years ago Erickson called our attention to the need for interdisciplinary 
approaches to the study of leaming: 

Individual cognitive functioning has been largely the purview of cognitive 
psychologist who have ofien attempted to study thinking apart from the 
naturally occurring social and cultural circumstances. The anthropology of 
education ofien has studies anything hUI deliberately taught cognitive 
leaming. Clearly, sorne approchement is needed, from the direction of the 
(more cognitively sophisticated) psichology of learning to the (more con
textually sophisticated) anthropology of learning (Erickson, 1982: 173). 

Empowerment research has developed in the last five years through the 
integration of cultural anthropology and the Vygotskian school of psychology. 
Interdisciplinary research on dropouts can become a powerful tool in the implem-
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ontation of educational refonn provided it reflects genuine concem for the culture 
(lf minorities. Researchers' understanding of the role of culture in converting 
minority failure into success is constituted by the following ingredients: 

1) Compassion for linguistic minority children who are not responsible for their 
academic predicament and their struggles in adjusting to a new cultural and 
linguistic environmenl 

2) Commitment to the principIes of educational equity, particularly to that of 
respects for the home language and culture of linguistic minority children. 

3) Theoretical flexibility and persistence in the pursuit of the elusive role of 
culture in the acquisition of knowledge and values both in school and away from 
school. 

We fmd ourselves in an educational crossroads of research approaches on 
minority achievemenl Anthropology and psychology can offer important contri
butions to educational reform, but only if researchers can intemalize pedagogical 
principIes capitalizing on children' s culture and language. The approaches are an 
example of action research whose ultimate purpose is to enhance our understand
ing of democratic empowennent processes through learning, as a means to under
standing American democracy and to sharing in the American dream. Isn't this 
precisely what thousands of imrnigrants seek as they face the dangers and 
tribulations in crossing our borders? 
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